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EVENT RULES AND REGULATIONS 

 
 
All SpaceFest! participants and other persons present at the event venue shall behave in a way that 
does not affect the safety of others and abide by the provisions listed below. 
 
1. Entry to the event venue shall not be granted to persons: 
a) entered into the register of persons prohibited from attending mass events, 
b) who carry alcohol, abusive or psychoactive substances, weapons, pyrotechnic and explosive 
materials or any other dangerous objects or tools, 
c) under the influence of alcohol, abusive or psychoactive substances, 
d) who behave in an aggressive manner, refuse to identify themselves with a valid document or have 
their belongings or clothes checked (if they are suspected of carrying the above-mentioned forbidden 
substances or objects), 
e) who are underage and without adult care. 
 
2. Persons who: 
a) behave in an aggressive manner, disrupt the event or pose a threat to others, or 
b) entered the event or carried in prohibited objects or substances despite the ban 
shall be removed from the venue. 
 
3. Persons present at the venue shall abide by the instructions of the Event Safety Personnel. 
 
4. Anyone who offers resistance to the Event Safety Personnel shall be immediately transferred to the 
Police. 
 
5. Pyrotechnic materials are prohibited at the event. 
 
6. Adult guardians shall be responsible for underage participants in their care. 
 
7. Concert participants hereby acknowledge that entering the venue shall mean granting consent to 
having their picture taken, being filmed or having their image recorded in any other form, free of 
charge, in connection with the event. 
 
8. In case of fire or any other threat, persons present at the venue should: 
a) inform the Event Safety Personnel immediately, 
b) avoid panic, 
c) follow the instructions and announcements of the Event Safety Personnel, 
d) move towards the exit, disperse, 
e) not obstruct access to medical rescue services. 
 
Anyone who fails to follow instructions of the Event Organiser or Event Safety Personnel issued 
pursuant to the Act shall be subject to a fine of up to PLN 5,000 and may be deprived of the right to 
enter mass events for a term of 3 to 12 months (Art. 21(2) and Art. 22 of the Act of 22 August 1997 
on mass events security. References of the Polish Journal of Laws: Dz. U. nr 106 poz. 680). 

9. The Organiser will not be liable or responsible for hearing loss or damage caused by excessive 
noise at the Festival. Please take precautions and invest in ear plugs to protect yourself. (They will be 
available at Nasiono Records merch stand on the premises). 

 

 


